Joint Penetration Monitoring in Low-Frequency Pulsed GTA Root Pass Welding of Medium-Thick Steel Plates

Low frequency and large duty-cycle pulsed GTAW was employed to weld the medium-thick steel plates with a 5-mm root face and 2-mm root opening
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ABSTRACT

Welder-dependent manufacturing is no longer suitable for the modern production of a high-performance nuclear pressure container. The high-quality root pass welding of medium-thick steel plates is the main challenge to obtain a sturdy reactor vessel, especially to generate one-sided welding with back-formation bead without a backing. Herein, low frequency and large duty-cycle pulsed gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) was employed to weld the medium-thick steel plates with a 5-mm root face and 2-mm root opening. The arc characteristic and weld pool dynamic behavior in the proposed GTA root pass welding was investigated by a high-speed camera, and a deflection phenomenon of arc tail flame was first found. The correlations of the characteristic parameters of the arc tail flame, including the deflected angle and length, with the weld joint penetration and welding speed were also analyzed in detail. The results showed a negative correlation to the welding speed and a positive correlation with the weld joint penetration. A sound weld bead was formed at a range from 15 deg and 20 mm to 19 deg and 27 mm. Based on the above relationship, a new method using these two characteristic parameters was proposed to identify the weld joint penetration in the root pass welding, and its fundamentals were completely demonstrated by the dynamic change of the keyhole. Its feasibility was also demonstrated by the experiment combined with the weld pool dynamic-dependent theoretical analysis.
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duce a higher arc pressure to displace the liquid metal to dig into the liquid weld pool to form a keyhole. Another is a high cooling system for the tungsten electrode when the electrons are emitted from a much smaller region at its tip. Thereby, the structure and volume of the welding torch is more complex and larger than that of conventional GTAW. In addition, the mandatory need for high current makes its application range be narrowed when a good material property is required (Refs. 6–8). In actual productions, a complete and consistent weld joint penetration of the K-TIG/K-GTAW process was obtained and was maintained by strictly controlling the welding current and other welding parameters. The closed-loop control of weld joint penetration may not be easy to be realized (Refs. 9, 10).

Reliable and real-time monitoring of the weld joint penetration is the main challenge of automatic one-sided welding with back formation and deeper penetration methods. Sensing and control technologies for weld joint penetration may include machine vision (Refs. 11–14), radiography (Ref. 15), infrared sensing (Refs. 16–18), ultrasonic (Refs. 19–21), magnetic detection (Ref. 22), acoustic measurements (Refs. 23, 24), and weld pool oscillation (Refs. 25–28). Chen et al. (Refs. 29, 30) set up a computer with a passive vision system to acquire the key features related to the 3D weld pool surface, and established a supervised machine model to predict the weld pool backside width. However, this method cannot be employed in large welding current conditions due to the strong intensity of the arc light. Although ultrasonic-based measurement lacked visual images and employed highly skilled humans to conduct weld penetration detection, it has been widely applied due to its flexibility and low cost (Ref. 20). Chandrasekhar et al. (Ref. 31) reported a new means of using hybrid soft computing techniques to accurately estimate the weld bead width and penetration depth from the infrared radiation (IR) thermal image of the weld pool, and extracted four features from the hot spot of the IR thermal images. An artificial neural network-based model was further built, in which the welding current and the four features of the IR thermal images were used as inputs, and the measured bead width and penetration depth were chosen as the outputs. The experimental results indicated a good correlation between the measurements and estimations. However, the temperature gradient was extremely high within the weld pool and its surrounding area. To realize the measurement to derive the weld penetration, the measured point must be accurately positioned. Indeed, an error can be expected under varying conditions. Pal et al. (Ref. 23) studied the relationship between the acoustic emissions and joint penetration by using the amplitude and centroid frequency of the acoustic emission. This approach requires noise reduction and an efficient data processing system when the welding penetration statuses are changed. In recent years, an alternative arc voltage-based method was proposed to identify the weld penetration, and a step-by-step pulsed GTAW complete joint penetration was achieved (Refs. 32, 33).

The above-mentioned investigations have demonstrated...
that some characteristic features of the weld pool were closely correlated with weld joint penetration and have been used to realize the feedback control of weld penetration through neural network or transfer function modeling. Many studies have examined the weld pool oscillation method in these developed approaches, to which the oscillation frequency of the weld pool without metal transfer was generally employed to estimate weld penetration (Refs. 34–37). A direct physical correlation between the weld pool oscillation and weld joint penetration can be established from a physical welding perspective. As such, measurement and control of the weld pool oscillation can achieve a complete weld joint penetration bead. Unfortunately, this methodology was always applied to sense and control the plates jointed without an opening and groove. The generation of a reliable oscillation frequency signal during the whole welding process with a varying root opening may not be achieved in the in-situ application of nuclear pressure vessels or other thick plate pipes, due to welding conditions changes, such as 1 to 2 mm root opening and V-/U-groove. To this end, our previous studies (Refs. 38–40) found that the weld penetration status enables precision control by monitoring the weld pool oscillation frequency and adjusting the welding speed. Furthermore, by observing the dynamic variation of the weld pool, we found that the weld metal fluid flow in the root opening condition was more intensive and confusing than that without the root opening. As a result, a variable frequency signal that did not accurately estimate the weld penetration status and an ununiform weld penetration bead was obtained.

As previously stated, the welding process of medium-thick steel plates currently consists of two in-situ manufacturing procedures, including root pass welding and filling-cover welding with a submerged arc welding method. A large root face of groove is generally utilized to avoid burning through the root pass weld bead when the filling-cover welding is operated. This also enhances the welding efficiency by melting more base material. In this work, a low frequency with a large duty-cycle pulsed GTAW process was employed to weld the root pass of medium-thick steel plates with a 2 mm root opening. Compared with the K-TIG and the traditional GTAW, using the large duty-cycle pulsed current not only melted more base metal and increased the weld pool depth at long-term peak current but also enhanced the strong arc force to pierce the weld pool to generate a keyhole. Furthermore, the low frequency of the pulsed current was adopted to stir and to decrease the intensity of the weld metal fluid flow for keeping the stabilization of the keyhole evolution. The arc characteristic and weld pool dynamics were first investigated in the GTA root pass welding process with a low-frequency pulsed current. The effects on the weld joint penetration of the U-groove medium-thick plates with a root opening and the one-sided with back-formation weld bead were also experimentally studied. The correlations of the deflected angle and the length of the arc tail flame with the weld joint penetration were further analyzed in detail. Simultaneously, a new means of using these two parameters was proposed to estimate the weld joint penetration, and its feasibility was demonstrated by the experiments. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: experimental setup, results and discussion, and the conclusion.

### Experimental Setup

The butt joint with U-groove was adopted, and the pulsed GTA root pass welds without filler metal were performed on a 500 × 150 × 16 mm dimensional 16MnR steel substrate that is widely used to produce the nuclear pressure container due to its favorable mechanical and welding properties. Before starting the welding, the root pass of the U-groove was completely polished by sanding and was cleared with alcohol to remove rust, oil stain, moisture, and other impurities. Both ends of the two workpieces were first welded. The shielding gas was pure argon. The electrode was ground to 2R due to its favorable mechanical and welding properties. The butt joint with U-groove was adopted, and the pulsed GTA root pass welds without filler metal were performed on a 500 × 150 × 16 mm dimensional 16MnR steel substrate that is widely used to produce the nuclear pressure container due to its favorable mechanical and welding properties. Before starting the welding, the root pass of the U-groove was completely polished by sanding and was cleared with alcohol to remove rust, oil stain, moisture, and other impurities. Both ends of the two workpieces were first welded. The shielding gas was pure argon. The electrode was ground to the flat tapered shape, and its angle was about 20 deg. The inner diameter and length of the cup was 8 and 47 mm, respectively. The schematic diagrams of the experimental system and groove shape are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 shows the low frequency and large duty-cycle pulsed GTAW experiment system as well as the sample welded setup, which includes three parts: the visual sensing system, pulsed current welding system, and movement control system. The welding and sensing system comprises a Miller Dynasty® TIG 350 power source, an Olympus I-speed 3 camera, a set of travelling gear and controller, and a composite filter lens that consists of a neutral filter and a band pass filter. The band pass filter is a 1-in. (25.4-mm-) diameter filter with a center wavelength of 660/1064 ± 10 nm. A high-speed camera that can take 60 to 5000 frames s⁻¹ was used to capture the arc and weld pool surface images. The back-
side camera was almost positioned parallel with the bottom of the workpiece. Being fixed perpendicularly to the substrate, the GTAW torch was stationary, whereas the workpiece is traversed below. To diminish the influence of strong arc light further, the high-speed camera was fitted with a composite filter lens. Thus, most of the arc radiation interference, which was distributed along the entire visible wavelength spectrum, was eliminated. The experimental parameters are shown in Table 1.

Results and Discussion

Analysis of Arc Characteristics

As we know, the arc shape and its dynamic behavior strongly affect the three dimensions, weld pool surface deformation, and weld joint penetration. To carefully investigate the dynamic change of the arc shape in U-groove root pass welding with a low frequency and large duty-cycle pulsed current action, a series of experiments utilizing the welding parameters in Table 1 were performed. The continuous arc morphologies with varying penetration were also sampled in real-time using a high-speed camera. Specifically, the change of arc dynamic in the peak and base current period was further observed and analyzed in detail. Some of the typical images of arc shape captured at different times were selected and are shown in Fig. 2, which were recorded along the welding direction.

As compared with the bell-like normal arc shape of autogenous GTAW shown in Fig. 2C, the arc in the peak current period shown in Fig. 2A was obviously compressed by two sides of the root face. As a result, a higher-energy density that could melt more root face metal and form a larger volumetric weld pool was generated. As the welding time acted by the peak current increased, the weld joint penetration further increased. In addition, the compressed arc pierced the weld pool, generating a keyhole when the surface tension of the weld pool could not compensate the mutual action of gravity, arc pressure, and gas pressure. The back-arc shape followed a conical morphology, which was named the arc tail flame. At that moment, the root face metal was completely fused, forming a complete joint penetrated weld pool. However, during the base current period, the arc current density and pressure decreased, as shown in Fig. 2B, and the arc heat input into the weld pool was not enough to melt the bottom metal in the root face and only maintained the liquid status of the weld metal. Moreover, the decreased arc pressure was unable to generate the keyhole. Liquid metal from the front of the weld pool filled the keyhole during the base current time, and later flowed backward due to surface tension and electromagnetic force. That is to say, the proposed pulsed welding process achieves keyhole conditions during the peak current, while nonkeyhole complete joint penetration is maintained during the background current.

To deeply study the forming mechanism of a keyhole in the root pass welding, the change of arc dynamic and weld pool behavior from the base period to the peak period was observed and analyzed in detail. The captured images are shown in Fig. 3.

According to Fig. 3, the generating process of the arc tail flame may include the following three stages: 1) arc compression and root face melting; 2) weld pool penetrated and thin film formation; and 3) thin film of the weld pool bottom piercing and keyhole generation. In the first stage, as the peak current was employed at the end of the base current, the heat input into the weld pool and the temperature of the liquid weld metal simultaneously increased, resulting in the lower surface tension of the weld pool and larger gravity due to more substrate metal melting, which was demonstrated by Meng et al. (Ref. 41). During the second stage, the continuous action of the large pulsed peak current significantly enhanced the plasma arc pressure on the weld.
pool surface, such that the melted metal was easily pushed to the tail of the weld pool with a traveling workpiece. Hence, the weld pool was completely penetrated, and its bottom under the center of the arc column changed and formed a thin film. In the third stage, the gravity of the remaining melted metal overcame the surface tension under the plasma arc force, and pierced the thin film of the weld pool, thus generating the keyhole. Based on the above analysis, keyhole formation was primarily inferred given that the melted metal in the weld pool under the center of the arc column was squeezed out and pushed to the tail of the weld pool, generating a thinner weld pool bottom film. Thereby, the welding method employed in this work is able to increase the weld joint penetration through imposing a large plasma arc force on the weld pool surface with the large duty-cycle pulsed current, which provides a possible implementation path for achieving a complete joint penetration weld bead formation in thick-medium steel plates welding.

**Deflection Phenomenon of the Arc Tail Flame**

A dynamic change of arc morphology along the perpendicular in the welding direction was observed in the above section, and its characteristic was analyzed at different times. At this point, the arc tail flame images were captured by a high-speed camera. To reduce the influence of the strong arc light and clearly observe the change of the arc tail flame with varying joint penetration, a band-pass filter with a center wavelength of 660 ± 10 nm was installed in the front of the camera. The high-speed camera was positioned on the same plane with the back plane of the workpiece, with a sample orientation that was placed perpendicular to the welding direction (Fig. 1). The images of arc tail flame captured in the peak current time are shown in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4, it is observed that the arc tail flame visibly deflected along the welding direction, and its length changed with the different weld penetrations. Figure 4A and C combined with Fig. 3B and D show that the root face was largely melted following an increase in the heat input of the weld pool at the large duty-cycle peak current period. When the mass of the melted metal in the root face achieved a critical value where the surface tension balanced against the arc pressure and gravity of weld pool, the welding arc burned through the weld pool, thus forming a keyhole and generating an arc tail flame on the back of the weld pool. Furthermore, if the pulsed current parameters were matched well with the welding speed, the welding process stabilized and the morphologies of arc tail flame changed less with the variable evolution of keyhole, as
shown in Fig. 4E and H. According to the arc tail flame analysis in the different parameterized experiments, the jetting orientation of the arc tail flame was not perpendicular to the welding direction and deflected opposite to the welding direction relative to the torch frame of reference, which was first defined as the deflected angle $\theta$ —Fig. 5.

To further demonstrate the special characteristic of the arc tail flame, many repeatable experiments were performed using the Table 1 parameters. The experimental results showed when the length $L$ and the deflected angle $\theta$ of the arc tail flame fluctuated in a small range through substrate movement, sound one-sided welding with the back-formation bead would be produced. By analyzing the varying process of the arc tail flame, the heat input into the base metal per time in the peak current period may have minimally changed with a constant welding speed. As a result, the dimensions of the weld pool stabilized, and the mutual force acted on the weld pool varied slightly, thereby generating and continuously transferring a relative fixed dimensional keyhole along with the welding movement direction.

Comparisons of the weld pool achieved in the stable and unstable welding processes further showed that the dimensional changes of the keyhole were strongly dependent upon the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame, which in turn greatly determined the joint penetration and weld bead formation. Consequently, the distinct arc tail flame phenomenon suggests the possible monitoring and identification of the weld joint penetration in the root pass welding of medium-thick steel plates using the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame.

Correlation of the Arc Tail Flame with the Weld Joint Penetration

To demonstrate the assumption of using the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame to estimate the weld joint penetration, the Table 1 parameters were experimentally performed on the given scaled 16MnR substrates. The images of the arc tail flame under different welding speeds were captured by the Olympus I-speed 3 camera with a sampling frequency pre-set to 1000 Hz. Moreover, the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame were measured by the integrated software of the OLYMPUS I-speed camera —Fig. 6. Based on the measured data, the qualitative relationship of the four characteristic arguments, including the length, deflected angle, welding speed, and weld joint penetration, was statistically curved and shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7 presents the changeable trends of the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame at varying welding speeds, and the weld bead formation was finally predicted. In general, when the welding speed increased, the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame decreased, and the weld joint penetration gradually changed from burn-through, collapse status, complete joint penetration to incomplete fusion status. In addition, a length and deflected angle range of 10 to 30 mm and 15 to 25 deg, respectively, generated a dynamically stabilized keyhole, thus resulting in
a uniform, complete joint penetration weld.

The physics of the welding fundamentals-based analysis indicated that the heat input into the base metal decreased with increasing welding speed, resulting in a smaller dimensional keyhole. As the welding speed further increased, the heat input into the weld pool insufficiently melted the bottom of the weld pool. As a result, the necessary thin film generation of the keyhole was very difficult, given that the weld pool was not complete joint penetrated, and an incomplete fusion weld bead was achieved. This fusion status was presented on the changes of the arc tail flame characteristics, including the decreases in length and deflected angle. On the contrary, slower welding speeds generated greater energy inputs and formed a larger keyhole, which made the most of the burning arc pierce of the keyhole, thus producing a special arc tail flame with a longer and greater deflected angle. On the other hand, the slower welding speed benefited in the displacement of the weld pool melted metal to the weld pool sides or tail due to the arc force and gas pressure, which ultimately improved the fluid mobility of the weld metal. Consequently, higher temperature liquid metal transferred to the bottom of the weld pool and enhanced root face metal melting, which easily formed the thin film and the keyhole. Thereby, based on the above analysis, the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame were used to estimate the status of the weld joint penetration and predict the weld quality of one-sided welding with back-formation bead.

The above analysis and assumptions were further verified by the following experiments. In these experiments, the welding speed was chosen to be 90 mm/min. The peak and base current was set to 320 and 64 A, respectively. Pulsed frequency and duty-cycle were 1.5 Hz and 80%, respectively. The sampling frequency of the high-speed camera was 1000 Hz. The typical images of the arc tail flame selected in a whole pulsed current period are shown in Fig. 8. The selected interval time in the base current and peak current period was 100 and 47 ms, respectively. The weld bead formation and the x-ray image are shown in Fig. 8.

As shown in Fig. 8A, the arc tail flame was stabilized and maintained in a whole peak current period, and its deflected angle and length changed slightly. After being measured by software, the results displayed that the deflected angle ranged from 15 to 19 deg, and the length was in the range of 20 to 7 mm. Figure 8B shows complete joint penetration without any surface defect in the U-groove root pass weld bead. Moreover, the internal weld quality of the root pass was detected by the x-ray image as illustrated in Fig. 8C. Consequently, a credible root pass welded bead without defects were obtained in the joining of the medium-thick steel plates using the proposed method. More importantly, these results show the feasibility of using the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame to identify the weld joint penetration.

Weld Pool Behavior Dependent-Verification of the Monitoring Feasibility

Previous investigations reported that the dynamic change of the weld pool, such as fluid flow pattern, surface deformation, and solidifying rate strongly influenced the weld bead formation and its properties (Refs. 42–44). Moreover, real-time observation of the weld pool variations in this work indicated that the surface deformation interacted closely with the keyhole evolution, which in turn changed the transformation of the weld penetration status in the entire welding process as well as the ultimate weld bead quality. Thereby, the morphologies of the weld pool in the low-frequency pulsed GTA root pass welding were captured to further demonstrate the monitoring feasibility of the proposed method. The effects on the weld joint penetration were thoroughly analyzed using an established model integrating the weld bead formation — Fig. 9.
Figure 9A shows the top morphologies of the weld pool captured at the peak and base current period as well as the distribution of all forces that acted on the weld pool, including the arc pressure $F_a$, gas pressure $F_b$, surface tension $F_d$, and gravity $F_g$. Figure 9B depicts the weld bead shape formed with the different welding parameters. When the peak current acted on the weld pool, the weld pool surface quickly deformed and collapsed in the center area due to the large plasma arc pressure $F_a$, thus squeezing out the molten metal to the back of the weld pool in the root pass. Simultaneously, the melted metal in the root pass was forcefully pushed from the center to the sides of the root face due to the strong compressed arc pressure (Fig. 9A, left-hand images), such that the bottom metal of the weld pool was directly fused by the compressed arc. Moreover, the melted bottom metal was intensively flowed by the surface tension.
and the electromagnetic force, and the thermal convection was finally formed. As a result, the root face was completely fused, and a keyhole was generated synchronously. If the thermal-force coupled balance was dynamically guaranteed by adjusting the welding parameters in real time, the keyhole would be evolved steadily. Consequently, the dimension of the keyhole would be changed modestly, such that the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame would vary in a small range scale.

The above analysis of the weld pool dynamic behavior verified that the stable evolution of the keyhole and its necessity in obtaining sound one-sided welding with back-formation bead. Hence, the results demonstrated the feasibility of using the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame to estimate the weld joint penetration in the root pass welding, which may provide a new way to control the weld penetration in a groove condition to automatically weld the medium-thick steel plates.

**Conclusion**

Based on this study, the following conclusions were drawn.

1. Medium-thick steel plates with a 5-mm root face and 2-mm root opening were reliably joined by the low-frequeuncy and large duty-cycle pulsed GTAW. Sound one-sided welding with back-formation bead was obtained steadily.

2. The length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame were negatively correlated with the welding speed and positively correlated with the weld joint penetration. A high-quality weld bead was achieved when the length and deflected angle range from 15 deg, 20 mm to 19 deg, 27 mm, respectively.

3. The results demonstrated the feasibility of using the length and deflected angle of the arc tail flame to estimate the weld joint penetration in the root pass welding, which may provide a new way to control the weld joint penetration in the medium-thick steel plate root pass welding condition.

4. The experimental and weld pool dynamic-dependent analyses demonstrated the feasibility of this proposed method for monitoring the weld joint penetration in the groove welding condition.
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